Point vs. Keiser University
2/17/2017
Plant City, FL

Keiser University at Point
2/17/2017 Plant City, FL (Randy Larson Complex)

Keiser University (1-1) Player ABRH RBI BB SO PA
Garceau, Kristen SS 4 1 2 0 0 0 2 1
Brodbeck, Kelsey LF 4 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
Miller, Cassidy 2B 4 1 2 0 0 0 4 2
Figueroa, Bermari 3B 3 0 2 1 0 1 2 2
Baines, Aquaria DP 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Miller, Avery 1B 3 1 1 0 0 0 3 1
Cabral, Alyssa CF 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Blumberg, Cheyenne C 3 0 1 1 0 1 4 1
Thurman, Kelsie PR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Test, Troiana RF 2 0 1 0 1 0 3 0
Caylor, Riley P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total: 28 3 9 2 1 5 18 7

Point (5-5) Player ABRH RBI BB SO PA
O'Neal, Tomi Kate 2B 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 3
Anderson, Amber CF 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
Boutwell, Ariana DP 3 0 2 1 0 1 0 0
Runyans, Morgan PR 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Pendley, Shea 1B 3 1 2 0 0 1 5 0
Proctor, Sadie SS 2 1 1 1 0 0 5 1
Striblin, Lacy 3B 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 2
Simmons, Micah PH 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 0
Beilstein, Allie P 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Pesce, Cassandra RF 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
Williams, Brooke C 2 0 1 0 0 0 7 1
Owen, Mikayla LF 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total: 22 4 8 4 1 4 21 9

Score by Innings
Keiser University 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E
Point 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 x - 4 8 1

E- Striblin
Proctor,Williams
2B- Simmons, Miller
3B- Anderson
HR-
SB- Miller, Test, Garceau(2)
CS- Pendley, Figueroa
SH- Proctor, O'Neal, Cabral
SF-

Keiser University IP HR ER BB SO AB FO GO NP
Caylor, Riley 6 0 8 4 4 1 4 22 2 3 81
Total: 6 0 8 4 4 1 4 22 2 3 81

Point IP HR ER BB SO AB FO GO NP
Beilstein, Allie 7 0 9 3 1 5 28 1 5 112
Total: 7 0 9 3 1 5 28 1 5 112

Winner- Beilstein, Allie (3-0)
WP- Beilstein
HBP-
Loser- Caylor, Riley (0-1)
Save-
PB-
BK-
Keiser University vs. Point
2/17/2017

Score by Innings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keiser University</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Keiser University Starting Lineup-
Kristen Garceau (SS), Kelsey Brodbeck (LF), Cassidy Miller (2B), Bermari Figueroa (3B), Aquaria Baines (DP), Avery Miller (1B), Alyssa Cabral (CF), Cheyenne Blumberg (C), Troiana Test (RF), Riley Caylor (P).

Point Starting Lineup-
Tomi Kate O'NEAL (2B), Amber ANDERSON (CF), Ariana BOUTWELL (DP), Shea PENDLEY (1B), Sadie PROCTOR (SS), Lacy STRIBLIN (3B), Allie BEILSTEIN (P), Cassandra PESCE (RF), Brooke WILLIAMS (C), Mikayla OWEN (LF).

Umpires- Jim Kelly (HP), Barry Rhoads (1st)

Top of 1st- Kristen Garceau singled down the LF line[2-0 BB]. Kristen Garceau advanced to second, on a stolen base. Kelsey Brodbeck struck out swinging[1-2 BFFS]. Cassidy Miller singled to second[0-0], Kristen Garceau advanced to third. Cassidy Miller advanced to second, on a stolen base. Wild Pitch by Allie BEILSTEIN[2-1 BSB], Kristen Garceau Scored, Cassidy Miller advanced to third. Bermari Figueroa singled to left-center[3-2 BSBSB], Cassidy Miller Scored. Bermari Figueroa was caught stealing (2-6). Aquaria Baines struck out swinging[1-2 SBKS]. (2 Runs, 3 Hits, 0 Errors, 0 LOB)

Bottom of 1st- Tomi Kate O'NEAL bunted and was out at first (5-3)[0-1 F]. Amber ANDERSON tripled to left[1-0 B]. Ariana BOUTWELL singled to right[3-2 BBBKSF], Amber ANDERSON Scored. Shea PENDLEY struck out looking[0-2 KKFK]. Sadie PROCTOR flied out to right(9)[0-0]. (1 Run, 2 Hits, 0 Errors, 1 LOB)

Top of 2nd- Avery Miller popped out to the infield(2)[1-0 B]. Alyssa Cabral reached base on Lacy STRIBLIN's wild throw[3-2 FBBFFBF]. Cheyenne Blumberg struck out swinging[3-2 BSBFFBS]. Troiana Test grounded out to the pitcher's mound(1-4)[1-0 B]. (0 Runs, 0 Hits, 1 Error, 1 LOB)

Bottom of 2nd- Lacy STRIBLIN popped out to short(6)[1-1 BS]. Allie BEILSTEIN lined out to right(9)[0-1 F]. Cassandra PESCE struck out swinging[1-2 SBSFS]. (0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors, 0 LOB)

Top of 3rd- Kristen Garceau grounded out to second(4-3)[0-0]. Kelsey Brodbeck popped out to short(6)[3-2 BKBBK]. Cassidy Miller singled, up the middle[1-2 FBK].
Bermari Figueroa singled down the RF line[2-1 BBS], Cassidy Miller advanced to third. Aquaria Baines grounded out to first(3)[0-0].
(0 Runs, 2 Hits, 0 Errors, 2 LOB)

**Bottom of 3rd**- Brooke WILLIAMS singled, up the middle[1-0 B]. Tomi Kate O'NEAL hit a sacrifice bunt and was putout (5-4), Brooke WILLIAMS advanced to second. Amber ANDERSON grounded out to first(3)[0-1 K], Brooke WILLIAMS advanced to third. Ariana BOUTWELL struck out looking[2-2 KFBBK].
(0 Runs, 1 Hit, 0 Errors, 1 LOB)

**Top of 4th**- Avery Miller doubled to left-center[0-1 K]. Alyssa Cabral hit a sacrifice bunt and was putout (1-4), Avery Miller advanced to third. Cheyenne Blumberg singled to short[2-1 BFB], Avery Miller Scored. Thurman pinch running for Blumberg[0-0]. Troiana Test singled to left[0-2 KF], Kelsie Thurman advanced to second. Kristen Garceau popped out to third(5)[1-1 FB]. Kelsey Brodbeck bunted and reached first on fielder's choice[1-1 KB], Kelsie Thurman advanced to third, Kelsie Thurman was out stretching(5-4-6).
(1 Run, 3 Hits, 0 Errors, 2 LOB)

**Bottom of 4th**- Blumberg came in to play C, Thurman goes out[0-0]. Shea PENDLEY singled to right-center[1-2 FSB]. Sadie PROCTOR hit a sacrifice bunt and was putout (3-4), Shea PENDLEY advanced to second. Lacy STRIBLIN struck out swinging[0-2 FFS]. Shea PENDLEY was caught stealing (2-4-5).
(0 Runs, 1 Hit, 0 Errors, 0 LOB)

**Top of 5th**- Cassidy Miller lined out to short(6)[2-2 BKBF]. Bermari Figueroa struck out swinging[0-2 KFFFS]. Aquaria Baines grounded out to second(4-3)[0-2 FSFFF].
(0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors, 2 LOB)

**Bottom of 5th**- Allie BEILSTEIN flied out to right(9)[3-1 BBBF]. Cassandra PESCE reached on a walk[3-2 BBKBBF]. Brooke WILLIAMS popped out to second(4)[3-2 BKBBF]. Tomi Kate O'NEAL popped out to third(5)[1-0 B].
(0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors, 1 LOB)

**Top of 6th**- Avery Miller grounded out to third(5-3)[0-2 KSFF]. Alyssa Cabral lined out to first(3)[1-2 FFB]. Cheyenne Blumberg flied out to right(9)[0-1 F].
(0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors, 0 LOB)

**Bottom of 6th**- Amber ANDERSON grounded out to second(4-3)[0-0]. Ariana BOUTWELL singled to left[0-1 F]. RUNYANS pinch running for BOUTWELL[0-0]. Shea PENDLEY singled, thru the hole at SS[1-0 B], Morgan RUNYANS advanced to second. Sadie PROCTOR singled to left-center[0-2 KK], Morgan RUNYANS Scored, Shea PENDLEY advanced to second. SIMMONS pinch hitting for STRIBLIN[0-0]. Substitution - No Change[0-0]. Micah SIMMONS doubled to left-center[2-2 BBKBF], Shea PENDLEY Scored, Sadie PROCTOR Scored. Allie BEILSTEIN lined out to short(6)[1-0 B], Micah SIMMONS was forced out(6-4). (6-4) credited with a double play .
(3 Runs, 4 Hits, 0 Errors, 0 LOB)

**Top of 7th**- BOUTWELL came in to play DP, RUNYANS goes out. STRIBLIN came in to play 3B, SIMMONS goes out[0-0]. Troiana Test reached on a walk[3-0 BBBB]. Kristen Garceau singled, up the middle[0-0], Troiana Test advanced to second. Kelsey Brodbeck struck out swinging[0-2 KFFS]. Troiana Test advanced to third, on
a stolen base, Kristen Garceau advanced to second, on a stolen base. Cassidy Miller lined into a (6-2) double play[1-2 KFB].
(0 Runs, 1 Hit, 0 Errors, 1 LOB)